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In a series of articles which appeared in the thirties and forties in the 
Duke Mathematical Journal (see, e.g., [ 11, [2]), L. Carlitz has established 
many results on the arithmetic of the rational function field K= IF,(T), 
where ffi is the finite field with q elements. In particular, he introduced the 
K-analogues Bk (k = 0, 1, . ..) of Bernoulli numbers, for which he was able 
to prove a Von Staudt-like theorem on the prime decomposition of their 
denominators. Parts of Carlitz’s results were rediscovered by D. Goss and 
put in a more conceptual setting in [7]. The importance of the B, comes 
from 
(a) their relations with class-number formulas for certain abelian 
extensions of K [9] (although these are not entirely analogous with the 
classical Kummer criteria, and presently not fully understood); and 
(b) their occurrence as special values of Goss’s zeta function for 
K L-81. 
In the present note, we will prove a series of new identities between the 
B, (see (4.2)), which seem to have no counterpart for classical Bernoulli 
numbers. The basic result Theorem 3.13 may be considered as a special 
case of a much more general statement, whose proof, however, will require 
more preparations (see forthcoming work [6]). 
As an application, we will give the closed formulas (4.4) and (4.7) for 
certain classes of B,. These formulas allow us to read off the prime decom- 
position of B,. Using Okada’s result (presented, e.g., in [8]), the vanishing 
(resp. cyclicity) of certain ideal class groups follows. 
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1. BASIC NOTATIONS 
(For proofs, see [7], [3], or [43. All the results of this section are 
originally due to Carlitz [ 1,2].) Let A = IF, [T] be the polynomial ring in 
an indeterminate T over the finite field IF, with q elements (q = some power 
of a prime p), and K its quotient field. Let deg a be the degree of a E A, /?I 
the absolute value on K defined by Ial = qdega, and K, the completion. We 
further need the field C obtained by first taking an algebraic closure of K,, 
and then completing with respect to the canonical extension of l?l, also 
called I?[. Being complete and algebraically closed, C is a good substitute 
for the usual complex field C. 
Let us define the following elements of A: 
[i] = P’- T, 
Li=[i][i-l]...[l], (1.1) 
Di= [j][i- I]‘... [I]“‘-’ (i> l), 
and [O]=O, D,=L,=l. 
Note that [i] is the product of the manic primes in A whose degree 
divides i, and Di the product of all monies of degree i. (Some a E A are 
manic if their leading coefficient equals one.) Further, considering A as a 
discrete subgroup (i.e., a “lattice”) of C, the infinite product 
e,(z)=2 jJ’(l-z/u) (l-2) 
CIEA 
converges for z E C, thereby defining an entire IF,-linear function C -+ C. 
(As usual, n’ or C’ will denote the product or sum, resp., over the 
non-zero elements.) 
THEOREM 1.3. There exists a number li E C, well-defined up to (q - 1 )th 
roots of unity, such that eA has the everywhere convergent series expansion 
around the origin: 
eA(z) = c fq’- ‘zq’/Dj. 
i>O 
(1.3) 
Thus, replacing the lattice A c C by L = %A, the function e(z) = eL(z) = 
Ee,(z/iZ) satisfies 
e(z) = 1 zq’/Di. (1.4) 
From this, one may directly read off the functional equation 
e( Tz) = Te(z) + e’(z). (1.5) 
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Comparing with the situation over the rational numbers, E corresponds to 
27ci, and e(z) to the exponential function. Considered as a formal power 
series, e(z) has an inverse log(z) which turns out to be 
log(z) = 1 (- l)iz@/L;. 
I>0 
(1.6) 
(We should note that our formulas (1.4)-( 1.12) disagree in sign with those 
of [ 1,7], due to another choice of sign in the “Carlitz module.“) Since e 
has rational coefficients, the numbers yk defined by 
z/e(z) = 1 ykzk 
also lie in K. Note that yk # 0 implies k E 0 mod q - 1. The next two 
properties are not difficult to prove: 
Ypk = (Yk)’ (p = char([f,)); (1.8) 
if k=q’-qj then 
yk = (- l)‘-‘/(Lip JY’. 
(1.9) 
However, the other yk behave less regular. Next, for any non-negative 
integer k, written uniquely in the form 
k= 1 kjqi, O<ki<q, 
i20 
let 
l-,= n 0:’ (1.10) 
i30 
be the Carlitz factorial. It has divisibility properties analogous with those 
of the classical factorial, and may be interpolated to a continuous function 
on Z, with interesting arithmetic properties [lo]. Finally, we define the kth 
Bernoulli-Carlitz number 
Bk=yk.rk, 
which is the topic of our note. 
EXAMPLE 1.12. Let k=q’-1. From the definition, Tk=(D,.*.Di-l)‘-‘t 
thus, by (1.9) 
Bk=(-l)i(D1 . . . Die, )” - ‘/Li, 
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which is the only closed formula for a class of the B, known so far (besides 
the ones derived from it and from (1.8)). 
2. SOME ADDITIVE POLYNOMIALS 
For an IF,-vector subspace A4 of C of finite dimension d, let 
E(Z) = .zM(z) = z n’ (1 -z/m) (2.1) 
msM 
be the associated q-additive polynomial (i.e., E induces an (F,-linear map 
C-, C, or, equivalently, has the form C aiz4’), Since (d/dz) E(Z) = 1, we 
have 
l/c(z) = C l/(z -m). 
Further, the polynomial E(z)/(z - m) satisfies 
(+)l(z--m))(n)=~ n=m 
3 n#m 
for n E M. Let now x : M + C be an IF, -linear map, and put 
rp,(z) = C x(m) 4zMz - ml. 
mcM 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
PROWSITION 2.5. ‘px is q-additiue. 
Proof: (i) Let n E M. Then 
cpK(z+n)= C x(m)c(z+n)/(z+n-mm) 
meM 
= C x(m + n) c(z + n)/(z - m) 
= rp,(z) + I!(n) 
in view of (2.2) and E(Z + n) = E(Z). 
(ii) Now consider F(w) = cpx(w + z) - q,(w) - cp (z) as a polynomial 
over the rational function field C(z). Since deg ‘px < q’, deg F-c qd as well. 
But (i) says F has the qd zeros m E M which forces F to vanish identically. 
Note that qx is the interpolation polynomial which takes the value x(m) at 
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m E M. Next, for k 2 1, we let A, c A be the subspace of elements of degree 
(2.6 ) 
less than k. We have (see [S] ) 
~~(2) = E,,(Z) = 1 L,J( Di Lfl’- J 9’. 
i<k 
Actually, 
lim &k= eA (2.7 1 
k-cc 
locally uniformly as holomorphic functions on C, which is the idea of the 
proof of Theorem 1.3. As a consequence of (2.7) and (2.2), we have the 
series expansion 
4eA(z) = C Z/(Z - a) = 1 - 1' (~/a)/(1 -z/a) 
lZEA a 
which in view of e(z) = EeA(z/ll) and L = %A implies 
yk= - C’ A-k (k3 1) 
for the coefficients yk of z/e(z). 
Proceeding, we define another series of polynomials associated with A,, 
namely, 
(Pk,htZ) = 1 dEktZ)/tZ - d)‘* (h = 0, 1, . ..). 
Since (Pk,h = (cp,)““, where x: A, + C is the If,-homomorphism defined by 
x(a)=a4 , ’ it is q-additive by Proposition 2.5. In the next section, we will 
show the existence of lim, _ o. (P~,~ as an entire q-additive function. 
3. THE LIMIT FUNCTIONS 
In order to obtain the limit, we first have to state some simple observa- 
tions. Let z E C satisfy IzI < qko, and k,, < k integers. Then 
i&k+ I(z)i = IEk(Z)i 
because of 11 - z/b1 = 1 if deg b = k. In particular, the .sk are uniformly 
bounded on the ball B(k,) = {ZE Cl 1.~1 < qko). 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let aE Ak. Then JQ(z)/(z - a)1 is bounded by a constant 
that depends only on kO. 
Proof It is straightforward to show that the coefficients of sk given by 
i’;p) are < 1 in absolute value. Thus E+(z)/(z-a) =Q(z-a)/(z-a)= 
-.., where the followmg terms are < 1 m absolute value, provided that 
Iz - a( < 1. But if Iz - al > 1 then JsJz)/(z - a)[ < IsJz)l < const(k,) 
by (3.1). 
Next, we have 
IE~+~(z)/E~(z)- 11 = n (l-z/b)- 1 <qkO+. 
degb=k 
(3.3) 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let h 2 1. Then (P,, = lim,, m qk,h exists as an entire 
q-additive function. 
ProoJ We will show the uniform convergence of (Pk,h on each of the 
balls B(k,), which gives the existence of (Pi. This will be q-additive since 
the (Pk,h are. Consider the differences 
(Pk + I,htZ) - (Pk,htZ) = 1 a 
CZEAk 
bounded, hence, la(&k+ i(z)/(z - a))#1 < 
to zero with k + co. Next, 
(*)= &k+ ltz) -Ek(Z) _ ;F; (Fk+d;) z-a 
,), 
which is less in absolute value than const .qkopk by (3.2) and (3.3). Thus 
la(*)qhl < const . qk(’ -& tends to zero as well, and we are done. 
Now consider the infinite sum 
aTA a(eA(z)/(z-aa))qh (ha 1) 
which converges uniformly on each ball B(k,) since a/(z- a)“” tends to 
zero with deg a increasing. But 
tends to zero with k + cc (a fixed, ZE B(k,)), thanks to (3.2) and the 
analogue 
leA(z)/ek(z)- II <qkopk (3.5) 
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of (3.3). Hence 
(~~(2) = C 4eA(zY(z - Wh. 
IleA 
(3.6) 
Corresponding to the change eA(z) H e(z) = rYe,(z/lS), we define for h 2 1 
fh(z) = jiqh(z/ji) = AFL l(e(z)/(z - A))9h. (3.7) 
Note that f,,(A) = II for A E L. Its expansion around z = 0 is given by 
-e”“(z) C’ ~/(A--z)~“= -e@(z) C’A’P4”(1 +=/A+ ...)“” 
J&EL 
= -e9h(Z) 1 
( 
C’ A’-(‘f”$ 
> 
i’9h. 
i>O 16 L 
Taking (2.8) into account, we have 
fh(z)=eqh(z) C y((i+ l)qh- l)ziqh, 
i,O 
(3.8) 
where for typographical reasons, we now write y(k) for yk. 
Next, let us derive the functional equation for fh(z). The polynomial 
function 
IC/k,hcZ) = (Pk+ I.h(TZ) - Tqk.h(Z) 
vanishes on Ak, so is divisible by &k(z). By a well-known property of 
q-additive polynomials, this actually implies 
+k,h(Z) = pk,h(Ek(Z)) 
with some q-additive polynomial pk,h. Now deg (Pk,h < qk+hp ‘, thus, 
deg ti k,hGq k+h, which gives deg p(k,h < qh, independently of k. Letting 
k-+co, 
Il/k,dZ) + qdTz) - %/z(z) 
and 
Ek(Z) --* eA(Z) 
locally uniformly on C, hence, (P,, satisfies a difference equation 
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with some q-additive polynomial p,, of degree <qh. Correspondingly, 
fit Tz) - Tfhtz) = mh(e(z))9 
mh q-additive of degree < qh. Looking at (3.8), the series for fh begins 
y( qh - 1) zqh + higher terms in z. (3.9) 
Since e(z) = z + . . . , this implies 
mh(z)=(T$-T)y(qh-l)zqh, 
i.e., using (1.9), 
fh( Tz) - Tfhtz) = ( - 1 jhlLh - 1 ’ e”(z), (3.10) 
and the coefficient of zqi in f,, turns out to be ( - l)h/( [i] Lh- ,Dt- h), if 
i > h, and 0 otherwise. By a similar argument, 
(Pk,h+ ltz) - (Pk,hcZ) = vk,h(ek(z)), 
where the q-additive polynomial vk,h(z) has degree <qh. In the limit, and 
making the change (Ph H fh, this yields 
n,, q-additive of degree <qh. Again comparing with (3.9), 
fh+l(z)-fh(z)= (-l)h-‘/Lh ‘eqh(z) (3.11) 
results. (This could also be obtained from (3.10) by direct calculation.) 
Next, we let h = 1 in (3.10) which gives f,(z) = z - e(z). Iterating (3.11), we 
arrive at 
fh(z) = z - e(z) + eq(z)/L, - . . . + ( - l)h eqh-‘(z)/Lh- 1, (3.12) 
i.e., fh(z) =z- (eh(z) inserted into the hth partial sum of log(z)). Our 
results may now be summarized in the theorem: 
THEOREM 3.13. Let h be a natural number. The series 
C ~(e(z)l(z - n)f, 
where 1 runs over the lattice L = %A in C, converges locally uniformly 
towards the entire q-additive function fh which is given by (3.8), (3.10), 
or (3.12). 
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Remark 3.14. So far, for convergence reasons, we had to restrict our 
considerations to ha 1. If we put &(z)=z, then (3.11) and (3.12) are tri- 
vially satisfied (as well as (3.10) without the conclusion on the coefficients), 
and (3.8) holds thanks to (1.7). In fact, replacing the sum CIE L that defines 
fh by lim,+, CIEL.l~lcrl the whole discussion carries over to h = 0. 
4. CONSEQUENCES AND APPLICATIONS 
As a first consequence (which however could be proved directly), let us 
note: 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let 1~ h < i. Then 
1 (-l)j/(LjDrPj)=(-l)h+‘/([i] L,p,D$l,). 
O<j<h 
Proof. Equate z4’-coefficients in (3.10) and (3.12)! 
Next, we compare (3.8) and (3.10) which yields identities for the y(k). 
The fth coefficient in (3.8) is 
where we are summing over the non-negative i, j that satisfy q’+ h + jqh = 1. 
Thus suppose I= k .qh divisible by qh, and k E 1 mod q- 1 (y(k) vanishes 
unless kr0 mod q- l!). Let k, h, N be non-negative integers, 
qN<k<qN+? From the k . qh-coefficient, we obtain 
O<FGNy((k+ 1 -qi)qh- l)/D$=O, k>qNor (k=qN> 1, h=O) 
. . 
= 1, k=l,N=h=O 
=(-l)h+N/([h+N]Lh~l&), 
k=qN, h>O, (4.2) 
i.e., for every h a series of relations satisfied by the y(l) (or the Bernoulli- 
Carlitz numbers B, = y(l) . r,), where all the indices I are congruent to - 1 
mod qh. With a little calculation, we can derive a closed formula for some 
of the B, from (4.2). 
Let h be arbitrary, k=l+s(q-1) with 2<s<q (i.e., qN<k-cqN+’ 
for N=l), and a=kqh-1, b=(k+l-q)qh-1, given in their q-adic 
expansions by 
a=(q- l)+ ... +(q-l)qh-‘+(q-s)qh+(S-l)qh+’ 
b=(q-1)+ ... +(q-l)qh-l+(q+l-s)qh++2)qh+‘. 
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From (4.2) and B, = y* r*, we have 
B cz= -CJUX11’“) B,, (4.3) 
where the factor r,/(r,[llq”) equals @-‘[II + l]/[114”. 
Letting s = 2, b becomes qh+ ’ - 1, and B, is given by (1.12). Thus 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let I= (1 + s(q- l))qh - 1, where 1 <s<q. Then 
(i) B,= (- l)h+ ‘(D, . ..Dh)q~1/Lh+1(-04h-1[h+1]/[1]qh~-1. 
(ii) Ifh=O then l=s(q-1) andB,=(-l)“/[l]. 
(iii) Zf h > 0 and s= 1 then B, is not integral (i.e., in A); if further 
(q, h) # (2, l), its denominator is the product of all manic primes of 
degree h + 1. 
(iv) Zfh >O, 2ds<q, and (q, h)# (2, l), B, is integral. 
(v) In any case, the numerator of B, is divisible at most by primes of 
degree <h + 1 (even of degree <h if s = 2). 
Proof: (i) follows from (4.3) by induction on s, (ii) is a trivial special 
case, and (iii) a restatement of (1.12), using the combinatorial interpreta- 
tion of Di. By induction on h, one easily shows the factor in (4.3) to be 
integral. Further, it contains only primes of degree <h + 1, where those of 
degree h + 1 occur precisely once, which yields (iv) and (v). 
Remark 4.5. Let p be a prime ideal of A of degree > h + 2. By a 
Kummer-like theorem of S. Okada, the fact p j B, implies the vanishing of 
the Ith isotypical component of a certain class group associated with the 
“pth cyclotomic extension” of K. (For a precise statement and a sketch of 
the proof, see [S], Section 2, especially Thms. 2.18 and 2.19.) Thus (4.4) 
gives a series of new vanishing results for such class groups. 
Remark 4.6. The occurrence of denominators for B, in (4.4), and their 
structure, is in accordance with the “Van Staudt Theorem” [l, Thms. 9 
and 10; 7, Thms. 3.5.11 and 3.5.121, provided that q> 2. For q=2, 
however, the cited statements prescribe non-trivial denominators even if 
there are none, which is caused by an invalid case consideration in [l]. 
For example, let I= 2h+’ + 2h- 1, where h 2 2. Then [l] states the 
denominator T2+ T for B,, whereas by (4.4), it is integral, e.g., 
B,,=T4+T. 
Let US finish with another illustration of how (4.2) may be applied. Let 
again h be arbitrary, k=q2+q-1, a=k.qh-1, b=(k+l--q)qh-l= 
4 h+2, and c=(k+l-q2)qh-l=q*+‘-1. Then 
y(a) + y(b)/Df + ~(c)/Df = 0. 
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Since y(b) and y(c) are given by (1.9), the expansion 
a=(q-1)+ ... +(q-1)qh-‘+(q-2)qh+qh+2 
gives the following closed expression for B,: 
COROLLARY 4.7. Let a = (q* + q - 1 )q” - 1. Then 
B,=(-l)“+’ (D,-..L),-,)4-‘DX-2J)h+2((D ,D )““-Ch+23) 
D% + 2 
2 1 
There is a lot of cancellation which, e.g., yields B, E A if h 2 2. But unlike 
the situation of (4.4), we are not able to determine its prime divisors (i.e., 
those of the factor (D,/D,f - [h + 21) in general. 
Note added in proof A corrected version is given in L. Carlitz, An analogue of Bernoulli 
polynomials, Duke Math. J. 8 (1941), 405412. 
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